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AgingTires Can Cause Accidents

Cars are expensive to own and require the

owner to continuallybuy "consumables" such

as gas, oil, filters, spark plugs, and windshield

wipers. Among these consumables are tires,

and most car owners understand that they

will have to replace their tires every so often

because the treads will become worn.

However, did you know that you may

also need to replace your tires because of

their age, even if you have not driven very

Par and even if the tires look fine? Tliis is

because tires are usually made of rubber

(real or synthetic), and all rubber products

deteriorate with age, even if they arc not

actually being used.

Research conducted in the aftermath of

the Firestone tire/Ford Explorer problems a

few years back shows that tires as few as six

years old may pose a danger to users because

of age-related deterioration, and even the

tire industry has issued an advisory to its

members recommending that tires should

be replaced after 10 years.

Although many tires are purchased new

and are used long before six years have

passed, some are not. Some people do not

drive their cars very often or very far, and six

years may pass before the tire tread becomes

worn enough to need replacing. Other

people buy used or reconditioned tires, the

age of wliich may be difficult to determine.

In addition, how many of us have a spare

tire in the trunk of our car that is more than

six years old? Placing such an old spare on a

car can present a danger all its own.

The specific problem posed by old tires is

tread separation. This is caused by oxidation,

a process that causes the structure of

the rubber to break down. When this

occurs, the tread can separate from the

rest of the tire when the car is moving. It

may be harder to control a car when the

tread separates from the tire than after an

ordinary blowout. When the tread partially

separates, it pulls the car to one side, and

drivers compensate by pulling the wheel

in the other direction. I Iowever, when the

tread separates completely and falls off, the

driver will be overcompensating, which may

cause the vehicle to swerve into oncoming

traffic or roll over. This means that tread

separation can be a much more dangerous

matter than can an ordinary tire problem.

Tire safety experts have estimated that

hundreds of deaths or serious injuries have

occurred that can be attributed to age-

related tire failure. As a result, consumer

advocates have asked the federal government

to require tires to be marked with an easy-

to-understand "expiration date" so that a

purchaser may easily determine its age.

The government is considering this

request, but until then, consumers can check

the 10- or 11-digit DOT identification

number on their tires. The last 3 or 4 digits

of this number show a tire's age: The first

2 give the week it was made (03 = the 3rd

week of the year), and the last 2 digits (or

just the last digit for tires made in 1999 or

earlier) show the year (13 = 2013), so a tire

marked "4210" would have been made in

the 42nd week of2010, and currendy would

be about 5 years old.

The moral of the story is to make sure

that you replace your tires, including spares,

regularly and do not use a tire that you know

is old, even if it does not appear to be worn.

Nothing in this article should be construed

as legal advice. You must consult with an

attorneyfor the application ofthe law toyour

specific circumstances.
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